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On occasion of this year’s ICFF Design Fair in New York f ma urer will again be part of the exhibition tour
„PureAustrianDesign landing“ from 19 May – 22 May 2007.
After successful exhibitions in Vienna, Prague, Barcelona and London the cutting-edge design show will
present New York what’s on in Austria.
design by f maurer will be presenting their highly awarded concave oillamp togehter with the wall version
convex; furthermore the „dance of the glasses“, a series of drinking glasses, carafes, bowls and vases and, last
but not least, the Vienna CD-furniture.
For further information see htt p : / / p ureau stria n de s i g n . c om /

CD f ur nit ur e „ Vi e n n a“
The Vienna CD Furniture joins two seemingly incomparative styles: Baroque and High-tech. In a traditional
handmade, golden baroque frame the Austrian designer f mau rer puts a metallic structure, in which exactly
288 CD's can be arranged. Through a series of bore holes in the structure the vertical inox-bars can be
positioned in optional distances, so that the CD-collection can be grouped individually. The arrangement itself
looks like a graphic art at the level of the supposed painting, whereas the frame seems to fly in a small
distance from the wall.
anthologie quartett, a famous design distributor in Germany decided 1996 to take the CD Furniture into its
collection and distributes it besides design objects of Ettore Sottsass, Borek Sipek, Allesandro Mendini, etc.
design: design by f maurer | vienna for anthologie quartett
price : 1.437,- € in Europe
source of supply: www.fmaurer.com, for trade: www.anthologiequartett.de
copy . In a traditional handmade, golden baroque frame the Austrian designer f maurer puts a metallic structure, in which exactly
288 CD's can be arranged.
Photograph: Zechany, Vienna

Oil lamp s co n cav e u n d c o n v ex
"Simply sensual“, so f maurer characterizes his successful collection „Fire for the table". Among them is the
oil-lamp concave, highly decorated with several design prizes as f.e. Red Dot Design Award 2005 and the
German Steel-Innovation-Prize 2006.
A flame - generated by lamp oil – hovers over a brushed stainless steel bowl. The reflection immerses the
entire room in a soft light. Forget time, and enjoy the mood, alone, with a loved one, or a group of friends.
Again, f maurer’s latest designs prove to be emotionally and correspond to people’s urge for cosiness. More
than this, they charge the air with suspense.
design: design by f maurer | vienna for mono
price : concave 26 (table version, ø 26 cm) € 112,-

concave 20 (table version, ø 20 cm) € 79,convex (wall mounted version) € 135,source of supply: www.fmaurer.com, for the trade: www.mono.com
copy: A flame - generated by lamp oil – hovers over a brushed stainless steel bowl.
photograph: mono

Dan c e o f t h e Glas s e s
A glass tear at the bottom of the glass makes "Dance of the Glasses" to lean aside. Its form is well-balanced
so that even a full glass never tips over or rolls away, but only turns around its axis. If you want your glass to
stand still there are also felt sets.

pr o d u ct in f ormati o n o n b o wl s an d vas e s
design: design by f maurer | vienna for Raumgestalt, www.raumgestalt.net
prices (v.l.): Molly € 48,-/66,- US-$; Klara € 38,-/52,- US-$; Olga: € 58,-/82,- US-$; Rosa: € 38,-/54,- US-$
Source of supply: www.fmaurer.com, for the trade: www.raumgestalt.net
copy: A glass tear at the bottom of the glass makes "Dance of the Glasses" to lean aside.
photograph: Helmreich

pr o d u ct in f ormati o n o n drin ki ng glas s e s an d caraf e s
design: design by f maurer | vienna for Raumgestalt, www.raumgestalt.net
prices (v.l.): carafe Berta und Karl € 34,-/48,- US-$; drinking glasses Jack, Philippe, Mary € 10,50/14,50 US-$; schnapsglass
Willi, set of 2 pcs € 15,-/21,- US-$; felt coasters: € 3,50/4,90 US-$
source of supply: www.fmaurer.com, for the trade: www.raumgestalt.net
copy: A glass tear at the bottom of the glass makes "Dance of the Glasses" to lean aside.
photograph: Helmreich
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